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Letter 130
The Battle For Right Relationship
2012-07-23
Dear Dan,
I have been thinking a lot recently about how to best characterize my working relationship
with (G6) in order to have a Scriptural response to any who might ask. And the Lord gave
me this:

"

“I WORK FOR THE TRUTH”

"

This was in response to the subtle ways the enemy seeks to usurp personal liberty and
autonomy. And just recently, as I was being attacked by Satan from his stronghold
surrounding the Manager (P7) of the department I work in, I responded with these words”

"

“YOU ARE NOT GOD. I WON’T WORSHIP YOU.”

That attack then stopped immediately.
The Satanic attacks preceding and surrounding the iPod trials were designed to capitalize
on the training I had from my father, who taught me always to respect the Police and
Government in general, and Bill Gothard’s seminars and his teachings on respecting
authority. It was the devil’s intention to cause the Manager to prohibit me from using my
audio. That would have deprived me of most of the defense I had at work against pain, both
physical and spiritual.
Satan’s objective was to put me into a position of having to violate my own conscience in
order to use my weapons against him. I would have to disobey legitimate authority (being
used in an unreasonable fashion) to listen to my audio. It was at that time that I cried unto
the Lord for Legal Representation. And of course, the outcome was made in His favor. Amen.
So here is the nature of my relationship at (G6).
1. I am employed AT and get paid BY (G6)
2. I work IN the (G6z) department, managed BY the (G14) company.
3. I work FOR the Truth (His name is Jesus)
Blessings…
R.C. Theophilus
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